Year 5
Summer 2
Our Curriculum

This term our learning is themed around the Vikings

Key Skills :
Spelling-Strategies for spelling - using the first two or
three letters to check spelling in a dictionary.
Handwriting legible, fluent and consistent speed.
Grammar, vocabulary and punctuation –converting nouns
or adjectives into verbs , adverbs. Using a thesaurus.

Science
Forces
The effect and importance of
gravity and friction
Learning about water and air
resistance
Levers and pulleys

History
Who were the Vikings. How and
why did they invade?
How did they travel ?
Who was King Alfred the Great
and why was he important?

Year 5

Spoken Language

When giving answers
to a question, do you
include enough
detail?

DT designing,
making and
evaluating a
cam toy

Mathematics
Revision of previous
learning.
Number and place value,
multiplication and division,
written methods and mental
methods, + and - fractions,
understanding decimals and
the % sign .
Shape
Statistics

Cricket

The Vikings
Music

Art

Learning to read music.
Reading notes on a stave.
Learning to write music using
tuned instruments. .

Learning about tone
Practising using pencil and
charcoal
Create a portrait

Developing
stamina

English

PSHE
Changes – transition
and goals. How does
change affect you?

Learning how to
play a game of
cricket, developing
techniques and
team skills.
Cross Country

Drawing

RE
Eucharist
Belonging
Religious symbols.

PE and Games

French
Computing
Learning about impressionism and
Digital Literacy
French impressionists
Combing software and
digital devices.

Writing based on the short
film ‘The Paperman’
The Water Tower
Writing suspense stories
Newspaper articles based
on the Water Tower
.

Computing
Weather Stations

How can you help your child at home?
Below are some suggested activities you may like to try with your child.

How to be an Musician

How to be a Scientist

Can you teach someone about
music notation? Can you compose
a piece of music to play in school?

Look for levers and pulleys around your
home. How do they work? Can you
design a lever or pulley of your own?

Ways to support your child:
Make sure your child attends school daily and punctually.
Read together daily.
Practise times tables and spellings.
Support your child to complete their weekly homework.
Talk to your child about what they have been learning about in school.

